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Dust Collector Operation
The operating controls of the dust collector can also provide a cost
savings. A standard pulse jet collector comes with a Magnehelic®
style gauge and the collector pulses at a set time interval regardless
of the pressure drop across the filters. Upgrading to a Photohelic®
style gauge to control the pulse jet not only saves compressed air
and its associated energy costs, it also extends the filter media life.
You can control the set point in which the filters are nominally
dirty. You can set the gauge at 4”wg vs 5”wg for a 1”wg SP savings.
The unit will also not pulse until a “dust cake” is formed on the filter
which increases the filter efficiency.
A Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) with Auto Flow will also save
energy costs. Rarely is a motor/fan selected to run at exactly 5HP or
10HP. If a fans BHP at the selected CFM is 5.43, a 7-1/2 HP motor
will be required. Same with a selection of a fan at 7.65 will require a
10 HP motor. By adding a VFD and Auto Flow, the motor will only
draw the amperes required to maintain the air flow. This is done
by having a pressure transmitter send a signal to the drive and then
the drive controls the air flow using a static pressure set point in the
drive. This maintains your transport velocity regardless of the filter
status. Using the 7-1/2 HP for example can save in excess of $967
per year. The 10 HP on a VFD will save approximately $1,290. This
is based on running 24/7/365 (8760 hrs/year @ $0.11/Kw-hr).

from the Photohelic® (compressed air). The annual amount of
electrical cost savings to be gained will depend on the individual
dust collection situation and requirement. For this reason, it
is recommended that an expert be consulted to evaluate dust
collection system requirements and the design approach.
Have Questions?
The application engineering team from Parker Hannifin | UAS
has significant experience to assist you in selection of your dust
collection system. We can assist you in the design to reduce your
electrical usage and eliminate costs in the system design. Questions
can be directed to filtration@parker.com.
Trademarks are property of their respective owners.

Total Potential Savings
The extra accumulated SP losses from a poorly designed duct in
this small system can add 4.19” SP (0.89” hood + 2.30” duct + 1.0”
collector = 4.19”).
If this small dust collection system had a good design at 9.0”, the
poor design would then be at 13.19”. Let’s also assume that the
fan selection BHP is 5.43 for the 9.0” system and 7.65 BHP for the
13.19” system.
Assuming that the motors are the same efficiency, operating
24/7/365 and the cost for the electric is $0.11/Kw-Hr, the cost
difference in operating the motors is just under $2,000 per year.
Then add on the savings for the VFD, your savings then it increases
to almost $3,000 per year. This does not include the cost savings
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